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Sailor Free [Italy] Sailor Free (92), The Fifth Door (94)

Sailor Free is a current Italian act delivering heavy acid rock in the vein of Black Sabbath, Jericho and so 
forth. A four-piece of guitar, bass, drums, vocals and keys, the focus is on the heavy hooks of the guitarist, 
known simply as The Hook. The first of the 11 songs on the 51 min. The Fifth Door is quite deceiving. Called 
"Intro II," it's an atmospheric mix of synths, Mellotron and a variety of percussion. (Sonically, this disc is 
*very* nicely recorded. This is demonstrated by the percussion of "Intro II," which have real impact.) I knew 
that these guys were supposed to be hard rock/psych but when I heard "Intro II," I thought they might go off 
like a heavy dose of Tangle Edge. That idea is put to rest when The Hook goes "Wild," the second song. 
This sets the stage for the next few songs, hard rock with a touch of the psychedelic. Vocalist/keyboardist 
David Petrosino lyric delivery alternates between smooth and gritty, depending on what the music calls for. 
Though the heavy hand and wah-wahed solos of The Hook dominate, Petrosino's use of Mellotron, organ 
and even VCS3 add extra depth, particularly in the later tracks. "Safe Havens," one of the hard rockers ends 
with a contrasting violin solo played by guest Barbara Barbatelli. This end heralds the arrival of the stronger 
psychedelic presence, as the band lays back on the heavy hooks. But first, the band gives one more dose 
of heavy riffing, sustained power chords and a mind-bending wah-wah solo on "Revolution is at Hand." Then 
comes "The Fifth Door," replete with tabla, Vox organ and guest vocalist Devi harmonizing with Petrosino. 
The psychedelic flower come to full blossom with this track, reminding me of an incredibly heavy version of 
The Moody Blues' "House of Four Doors." The Mellotron is put to use against a sax solo and a heavy-
handed guitar solo on "Fairy Queen," extending the lysergic journey. The remainder of the songs balances 
the hard rock and psychedelic acts. There is an unlisted eleventh track, a variation on the opening 
introduction, to close the disc. If you're heavy into the heavy acid rock scene of the late '60s, Sailor Free 
should not fail to please. 

SAILOR FREE The fifth door The Labyrinth 1994 ITA

Prendetela pure come una bestemmia, ma in cuor mio ho spesso pensato che la distanza tra prog 
e grunge non fosse poi così abissale... mi è capitato sovente di sentire gruppi come TEMPLE OF 
THE DOG, ALICE IN CHAINS o TOOL alle prese con soluzioni compositive non proprio ovvie, anche 
se in nessun caso, chiaramente, si può correttamente parlare di progressive. Stavolta è successo il 
contrario: mi sono trovato ad ascoltare un gruppo etichettato come prog (non si può pensare ad 
altro quando nella strumentazione si legge mellotron, minimoog, piano, VCS3, violino...) alle prese 
con schemi che inevitabilemente richiamano esponenti della scena di Seattle. Dopo un'introduzione 
("Intro II"), che sembra fatta apposta per farti credere di trovarti di fronte ad un disco di puro 
prog, i SAILOR FREE ti spiazzano infatti completamente infilando un paio di brani ("Wild" e "The 
token") che sembrano usciti dritti dritti da "Jar of flies" di ALICE IN CHAINS, e ciò non solo a causa 
della voce di David Petrosino che somiglia tanto a quella di Layne Staley. Se con la successiva 
"Safe Heavens", sembra di rientrare su lidi a noi più congeniali, con "Revolution is at hand" si torna 
in pieno grunge, condito con alcuni pizzichi di U2. Più progressive "The fifth door", "Fairy Queen" e 
soprattutto la bella "Tears", forse l'unico pezzo dell'album che rientra pienamente in tale 
definizione, ma oramai avrete già capito cosa aspettarvi da questo CD, che rappresenta forse il 
primo tentativo di contaminare il prog con il grunge (cos'è, grunge-prog?), anche se sarebbe più 
corretto affermare il contrario. I SAILOR FREE sono da biasimare per questo? Ovviamente, dipende 
dai punti di vista. Nonostante quello che probabilmente avrete pensato, il CD non mi è dispiaciuto 
affatto. Basta solamente che non venga spacciato come progressive, ed allora lo potremo accettare 
così com'è, come una possibile alternativa ai sinfonismi che ci rimbalzano continuamente nelle 
orecchie. Un'ultima notazione per la copertina, opera di quel Michael Bennett che già ci aveva 
deliziato con quella del TRONO DEI RICORDI... davvero splendida.    Riccardo Maranghi
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SAILOR FREE – “The Fifth Door” CD ’94 (The Labyrinth, Ita) – Ask anybody! Go ahead, ask anybody, you 
scallywag! Really, you ask anyone what I would’ve said in 1994 had you mentioned the country Italy. Two words 
would have come out of my pie-hole and they would’ve been “Paul Chain.” Maybe in any year, but sure as hell in 
the early ‘90’s Italy’s underground son of gloom & doom, Paul Chain was right on the tip of my tongue. Proof 
positive is that my 15 year old son was named after him. And yet…that wasn’t all that was happening in that boot-
shaped land of fine food and art. Another was this 2nd release from the unheralded band called SAILOR FREE.

SAILOR FREE appear to have been from Rome (after all, that’s where their fan club address was shown on the 
CD and where the album was recorded). Already, that’s pretty damn cool. Rome. I’m seeing visions of the 
Coliseum, gladiator, all that shit. There were 4 gladiators…er…musicians in SAILOR FREE by the names of: 
David Petrosino (vocals, piano, mellotron…cool!., minimoog, VSC3, Vox organ, etc.), The Hook (!!!) (electric & 
acoustic guitar), Stefano Tony (drums, percussion) & Alphonso Nini (bass). They also have an album prior to this 
one which I’ve yet to be able to obtain but today we’re here to talk about “The Fifth Door.”

I picked up this CD from a prog rock dealer at a convention and, to be honest, was expecting something rather 
different than I got. The band name, title and ethereal artwork made me think I was in store for something like 
Yes’ “Drama” or even Gentle Giant. Had I known it would roll like this, I’d’ve been willing to pay a lot more than 
the $6 I spent. Opening with a haunting intro entitled shockingly “Intro II,” SAILOR FREE tear into “Wild.” This 
very un-proggy opener is borne on a heavy riff not unlike Sabbath’s “The Mob Rules.” Damn, I’m liking! The 
heavy rock continues on with “The Token,” a longer cut at nearly 6:00 and more mid-paced, cruising along on a 
rhythm that could’ve shown up on Side 3 of “Physical Graffiti.” The band make an art out of melodic yet heavy 
rock over during the early part of this album, often combining crunching chords & wah-wah leads with subtle keys 
and vocals that remind this writer of the old Wishbone Ash’s Martin Turner. But before you think that SAILOR 
FREE are a leopard that can’t change spots, check out the psych-laden title cut, “The Fairy Queen” and “A 
Miracle.” All in the 6 minute range, they give the band opportunity to extrapolate from their style and forge a 
super-unique sound. I point to the middle of those selections, “The Fairy Queen” in particular. Here they take a 
journey that begins in very mellow fashion and leads the listener on a path of increasing intensity that will have 
you wondering “How’d we get here from there?” once the heavy riffs kick in. While David Petrosino’s vox & keys 
seem to guide the band’s songs & direction, it’s The Hook’s powerful guitar work that’s the engine.

“The Fifth Door” is an album that begs to be listened to in it’s entirety. Much like more known gems like “Argus” 
and “A Farewell To Kings,” it’s the kind of record that is composed of individual songs yet sees them fuse together 
in a wonderful flow that is such a joy to listen to from beginning to end. My only negative thought, every time I 
listen to this overlooked masterpiece is just that: why don’t more people know about this baby?! It’s a classic 
must-find for fans of hard rock, prog and more! 10.0

Sailor Free  (Italy) Mellotron used:  Unknown 

Sailor Free were an early-'90s hard rock/psych outfit from Italy, who would almost certainly have ended up on the 
excellent  Black Widow label had they hung around any longer. I haven't heard their self-titled debut, but what 
appears to be their last album, The Fifth Door, is a pretty good effort within its chosen genre, combining riffing 
guitar with a spacey feel in places, sounding remarkably like an update of that whole Uriah Heep/Stray thing circa 
'71. Difficult  to pick out highlights on one listen, but the atypical Intro II  stands out, as does Wild, for totally  
different reasons. The violin solo from guest Barbara Barbatelli that closes Safe Havens is a nice touch, as is the 
slightly Van der Graaf-y sax on Fairy Queen both of which add to the album's psych credentials.
Vocalist/keys man David Petrosino plays a Vox rather than a Hammond, dragging the overall sound back into the  
late '60s in places, though that's not actually a problem. His Mellotron work is to the fore on relaxed opener Intro  
II, with a melodic flute part, with some background strings on Fairy Queen and more upfront strings and flutes on  
Tears. The unlisted final track seems to be part of Intro II reversed, with the 'Tron flute part sounding remarkably  
similar backwards. Now, I have a theory: these three/four tracks are credited as being recorded in a different  
studio to the rest of the album. Studio 'Tron?
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